STADIUM VISUAL RWY 29

NOTE: ALERT RUNWAY 29: Use caution when turning on final approach to ensure you are correctly aligned with Rwy 29.

NOTE: Non-Standard PAPI's are located on the right side of Rwy 29 between Rwy 29 and taxiway Z.

NOTE: When Rwy 29 REILs and PAPIs are inoperative, procedure NA at night.

Weather Minima: 3500 feet ceiling and 5 SM visibility.

When cleared for the Stadium Visual Approach, proceed direct to Teterboro Airport and cross it at 3000’ proceed on 222° heading to west end of Meadowlands Sports Complex (GIMEE). Cross GIMEE at 3000’. Turn left at GIMEE and continue along left (east) side of river to Lincoln Park. Plan to be in final landing configuration by Lincoln Park. Turn right and descend to cross Railway Bridge at 500’.